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Extreme weather attribution, quantifying the role of human influence in spe-1

cific weather events, is of interest to scientists, adaptation planners and the2

general public1. However, the devastating 2021 Pacific Northwest heatwave3

challenged conventional statistical approaches to attribution due to the ab-4

sence of similar events in the historical record, and model-based approaches5

due to poor representation of key causal processes in current climate models2.6

Here we use state-of-the-art operational medium-range and seasonal weather7

prediction systems, applied for the first time to this kind of climate question8

and unequivocally able to simulate the detailed physics of the heatwave in9

question, to show that human influence on the climate made this event at least10

8 [2–30] times more likely to occur. Quantifying the absolute probability of11

such an unprecedented event is more challenging, but the length of the ob-12

servational record suggests at least a multi-decade return-time in the current13

climate, with the likelihood doubling every 17 [10–50] years at the current rate14

of global warming. Our forecast-based approach synthesises the storyline ap-15

proach, which examines human influence on the physical drivers of an event in16

a deterministic manner3, and the probabilistic approach, which assesses how17

the frequency of a class of events has been affected by human influence4. If18

developed as a routine service in a number of forecasting centres, it could pro-19

vide reliable estimates of the changing probabilities of all extreme events that20

can be represented in forecast models, which is critical to supporting effective21

adaptation planning5,6.22
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Introduction23

Although considerable progress has been made over the past decade in quantifying the impact of24

climate change on individual extreme weather events4,1, challenges remain over the assessment25

of the most extreme events. Such events are particularly difficult to draw confident conclu-26

sions about due to the lack of historical analogues, and their often poor representation in the27

climate models normally used for event attribution. Two contrasting mainstream frameworks to28

event attribution have been developed: the storyline approach, which examines anthropogenic29

influence on the causal drivers of the extreme in question and is therefore highly conditioned30

on its specific characteristics7,3,8; and the probabilistic approach, which aims to determine how31

anthropogenic influence has affected the likelihood of events at least as extreme as the one in32

question9,10.33

A key challenge for extreme event attribution is that we cannot make direct observations of34

a world without human influence on the climate, so all approaches must involve some kind of35

modelling, either statistical11 or dynamical10. Both face difficulties with the most extreme36

events, especially when considering the nonlinear processes that often drive unprecedented37

events. Statistical models used in conventional attribution can break down when faced with38

such events due to the lack of appropriately similar historical samples12, while numerical cli-39

mate models generally used in attribution studies are typically coarse (O(100km) horizontal40

resolution), and poorly represent important processes involved in the development of extreme41

weather events, such as blocking13 and atmospheric rivers14. Even with a “perfect” model of42

the earth system, the unconditioned nature of the vast majority of climate model simulations43

used in attribution means that obtaining enough analogues of unprecedented events15 to avoid44

the same issue faced by statistical modelling of the observational record requires very large en-45

sembles, possibly beyond current computational limits16. Crucially, the role of climate change46
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in an individual event may differ from that in other events of the same class due to the specific47

physical processes behind it17,18.48

The storyline framework overcomes some of these issues, and the risk of a false negative, by49

examining the impact of climate change on the causal drivers of an event deterministically. For50

instance, one might separate out the thermodynamic (typically high confidence in response to51

climate change and well-represented in numerical models) and dynamic (typically much lower52

confidence in response to climate change, and more poorly represented in numerical models)53

drivers of an event, for example by conditioning on the concurrent large scale atmospheric cir-54

culation. One approach for applying such conditioning is to “nudge” climate model simulations55

towards the large-scale flow observed during a particular extreme19,20. The storyline approach56

does not, however, provide quantitative information about how climate change has affected the57

probability of the event in question, which is of interest to the general public and relevant to58

policymakers for adaptation planning.59

We propose a forecast-based approach that could synthesise the probabilistic and storyline60

frameworks to extreme event attribution21. Although they belong to the same class of dynamical61

model and often share components22, operational weather forecast models are typically run at62

much higher resolutions than climate models, improving their overall physical representation of63

extremes. They are validated for producing predictions that span the range of possible weather64

by the centres that produce them to a much higher degree than climate models, where other65

aspects are more important. In addition to this high level of explicit validation, using a model66

that has successfully predicted an event ensures that the model is able to accurately represent all67

the processes involved in the event in question, increasing the reliability of attribution statements68

based upon it18. Stepping back through lead times allows for a robust storyline-like framing69

by examining how climate change has affected the causal drivers of the specific event within70

the limits of predictability. Probabilistic attribution can be performed using a reliable forecast71
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ensemble, with the level of conditioning set by the lead time - the limiting case of long lead72

times is equivalent to a conventional unconditioned analysis. There has been some previous73

work into forecast-based attribution, using seasonal forecast models23,24,25,26,27 and exploring74

the conceptual framework28,29,30. To our knowledge, however, this study is the first time that a75

complete forecast-based attribution has been carried out in a coupled operational forecast model76

at such a high resolution.77

In this study we use the coupled operational ECMWF model (details in the Supplement)78

to analyse the Pacific Northwest heatwave, taking advantage of its successful predictions of79

this unprecedented event at leads of over a week. We perform counterfactual forecasts of the80

event by perturbing the initial and boundary conditions of the model in order to simulate how81

the heatwave might have emerged had it occurred in a cooler pre-industrial world, or a warmer82

future world. We then compare the counterfactual and operational forecasts to assess the impact83

of anthropogenic climate change on both the magnitude and probability-of-occurrence of the84

event. We believe that this forecast-based approach opens the door to not only a reliable and85

practical operational attribution system, but also to a robust way of generating projections of86

future weather explicitly referenced to the forecasts used already by adaptation planners31.87

The Pacific Northwest heatwave At the end of June 2021, a large fraction of the Pacific88

Northwest region of the US and Canada experienced unprecedented high temperatures, includ-89

ing the cities of Portland, Salem, Seattle and Vancouver (Figure 1). This heatwave (the “PNW90

heatwave”) has been directly linked to many hundred excess deaths during and following it,91

making it the deadliest weather event on record for both Canada and Washington state32. The92

heatwave peak was observed between the 28th & 30th June, though temperatures were still93

exceptionally high on the days immediately before and after this period33,34. A large number94

of local maximum temperature records were broken during this period, including the Canadian95
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all-time record by a margin of 4.6 °C.96

Based on current understanding, the heatwave arose from an optimal combination of prox-97

imal drivers35,36,37,2. Development of an omega block between the 23rd-27th coincided with98

the landfall of an atmospheric river (AR) on the 25th. Warm air was drawn up from the tropi-99

cal West Pacific, heated diabatically through condensation in the river and then further heated100

adiabatically through subsidence: both the temperature and lapse rate at 500 hPa reached or ap-101

proached record levels in the regions affected. This atmospheric heating was enhanced by soil102

moisture feedbacks38 and high insolation at the land surface during the hottest hours of the day103

(Figure 2). Given the unprecedented nature of the observed heatwave, any dynamical numerical104

model would need to capture all these processes, including the coupling between them, in order105

to produce an accurate representation of the event.106

Despite the observed temperatures lying far outside the historical record, the heatwave was107

well predicted by numerical weather forecast models such as from ECMWF at lead times of108

more than a week. The seasonal forecast from ECMWF captured one important aspect of109

the event: it predicted a thicker troposphere than average (measured by 500 hPa geopotential110

height) over the Pacific Northwest during the summer. A key change in the predictability of111

the exceptional temperatures occurred around June 21st, being the earliest point at which the112

penetration of the AR over land was well represented37. The success of these forecast models113

provides an opportunity to use them to examine the influence of anthropogenic climate change114

on the event as it actually occurred.115
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Figure 1: Features and forecasts of the Pacific Northwest heatwave. Top panel: Surface

temperature anomalies at the time of the peak heat during the heatwave within the region en-

closed by 45-52N, 119-123W (indicated by the dotted rectangle). Solid black contours show

the 500 hPa geopotential height anomaly averaged over 26-30th June 2021. Data are from

ERA5 reanalysis39. Inset: timeseries of annual maximum temperatures for the same dotted

region. Bottom panels: As above, but taken from the ensemble member within the forecast

initialised on the date given above each panel that predicted the nearest temperature to the re-

analysis within the dotted region.
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Forecast-based attribution116

The date at which we initialise our perturbed forecasts is a key choice that allows us to condition117

our attribution analysis on different synoptic drivers of the heatwave, which become predictable118

at different leads36,37. The climate change response of drivers already present in the initial119

conditions is clearly not incorporated into our attribution results for each lead time due to this120

conditioning. Starting with the operational configurations of the ECMWF forecast model, we121

chose to focus on three medium-range and one seasonal forecast lead: 3 days, 7 days, 11 days122

and 2-4 months. These leads highlight the following aspects of the attribution:123

• 3 days (2021-06-26): a forecast very highly conditioned on the synoptic drivers of the124

event, with several key drivers prescribed in the initial conditions, and the rest forecast125

near perfectly. At this lead, our experiments could be considered analogous to a storyline126

attribution framing.127

• 7 days (2021-06-22): a highly conditioned forecast, with most simulated processes mir-128

roring reality closely. However, the shape and gradient reversal magnitude of the block129

shows considerable variation in this ensemble.130

• 11 days (2021-06-18, depicted in Figure 2): while the exceptional thickness of the tro-131

pospheric block was well predicted in a large proportion of the ensemble, the shape and132

associated gradient reversal was only captured in a few members. The occurrence of the133

AR was well predicted, but its location and penetration over land less so, with most mem-134

bers predicting a more southerly landfall. The low soil moisture and cloud cover was well135

captured by the majority of the ensemble.136

• 2-4 months (2021-05-01): a considerably less conditioned forecast. For this lead, we take137

the peak heat event over the whole summer period since we do not expect the forecast138
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to predict the timing of the heatwave. Although the forecasts were unusually successful139

at predicting elevated geopotential height and temperatures over the summer in general,140

none of the peak heat events within individual ensemble members capture all of the de-141

tailed features of the PNW heatwave. At this lead, the ensemble can be viewed as being142

near-analogous to a high resolution unconditioned climate model simulation (though one143

that we know is able to represent the processes involved in the PNW heatwave accurately).144

We then perturb the boundary and initial conditions of the operational forecast (technical145

details in the Supplement). First, we perturb the CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere back to146

pre-industrial levels of 285 ppm, similar to21. Then we remove a balanced estimate of anthro-147

pogenic change between pre-industrial and the present-day in surface and sub-surface ocean148

temperatures, sea ice concentration, and sea ice thickness40,41,42 from the initial state of the149

model. Perturbing the temperatures over the entire ocean depth means that we produce fore-150

casts that are thermodynamically consistent with the changes in upper ocean heat content, in151

contrast to prescribed SST approaches43,44. We do not alter the land-surface, noting the high152

uncertainties in past trends for indicators such as soil moisture in this region45,46,47. Removing153

anthropogenic influence from the ocean state and reducing CO2 levels produces a counterfac-154

tual “pre-industrial” forecast; we also apply identical perturbations in the opposite direction to155

produce a “future” forecast, in which the ocean state and CO2 levels of 615 ppm correspond to156

approximately twice the level of global warming experienced at the present-day.157

We find that despite the large impulse applied by the perturbed initial state upon forecast158

initialisation, the predictability of the heatwave is remarkably stable. The key synoptic drivers of159

the heatwave present in the original operational forecast remain intact. There are some changes160

consistent with the canonical response to global warming, including a thickening of the lower161

troposphere48 and increased tropospheric water vapour49 in the future forecast; and vice-versa162

in the pre-industrial forecast. As such, the perturbations have not altered the forecasts in such163
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a way that they produce “different” weather, and we can compare our forecasts to estimate164

the influence of anthropogenic global warming on the Pacific Northwest heatwave. This is165

consistent with21, but is not guaranteed to be the case for every weather event.166

This experiment design is consistent with the perturbed CO2 experiments of21 in another167

important respect: the adjustment to the new “pre-industrial” or “future” climate state occurs168

continually throughout the forecast. This adjustment typically means that as the lead time in-169

creases, the estimated attributable influence on the heatwave also increases. Interplay between170

dynamical noise and attributable signal in the forecasts, both of which increase with the lead171

time (short leads correspond to more confident but smaller attributable impacts and vice-versa)172

is discussed further in21. The adjustment means that any attributable impacts estimated di-173

rectly from the forecasts are lower-bounds on the true anthropogenic impact. However, we find174

that attributable impacts on the heatwave are approximately linear with the coincidental global175

warming level within the perturbed forecasts across the range of leads explored (Supplementary176

Figure S7), consistent with50. Hence in addition to the impacts estimated directly from the per-177

turbed forecasts, we also present impacts scaled to the global warming level within the forecast178

at the time of the heatwave.179
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Figure 2: Drivers of the PNW heatwave and their predictability in the forecast initialised

2021-06-18 (11 days). Top row: temperature anomaly fields for the PNW heatwave in the

ensemble mean, nearest member and reanalysis. Solid black contours indicate 500 hPa geopo-

tential height anomalies and stippling indicates regions with total cloud cover greater than 25%.

Second row: mean total column water vapour anomalies on the 25th June. The study region of

45-52N, 119-123W, over which fields are aggregated into timeseries, is indicated by the dotted

rectangle. Anomalies shown are calculated relative to the 2001-2020 period. Bottom three

rows: timeseries of daily maximum temperatures, total column water vapour and total cloud

cover in each forecast ensemble member. The solid black line shows the reanalysis timeseries

and the thick solid line shows the nearest member. The colour of each line indicates the rank of

that ensemble member in terms of the peak temperature simulated during the heatwave period

(dark grey = coolest, dark red = warmest). The solid black bar on the time axis of each panel

indicates the averaging period used for the total column water vapour maps.
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Results The results of our forecast-based approach can be presented either as the attributable180

human influence on the intensity of the heatwave or the probability of the heatwave. We find181

that the intensity of the heatwave is reduced in the pre-industrial forecasts for all lead times182

(Figure 3). Due to the continual adjustment of the forecasts to the initial condition perturbations,183

the attributable influence on the heatwave peak temperature, estimated as half the difference184

between the pre-industrial and future forecasts to maximise the signal to noise ratio, increases185

as the lead time increases, ranging from 0.28 °C [0.25 , 0.33]1 using the 3-day lead to 0.7 °C186

[0.35 , 1.0] using the seasonal forecast. We account for the continual adjustment of the perturbed187

forecasts by scaling the attributable influence by the ratio of the coinciding global land warming188

level to the observed present-day level of 1.6 °C51. This results in a best-estimate attributable189

impact on the heatwave intensity of 1.3 °C [0.5 , 1.9] for a current level of anthropogenic190

warming of 1.25 °C52. This accounts for approximately 20% of the 7 °C 2021 anomaly over191

previous annual maxima.192

We quantify the attributable change in probability due to anthropogenic global warming193

using relative risk53, estimating the probability of observing an extreme at least as extreme194

as the observed 2021 heatwave using an appropriate extreme-value or tail distribution, and195

then shifting this distribution by the attributable change in intensity for each lead time. As196

with the heatwave intensity, the relative risk tends to increase with forecast lead time due to197

the adjustment to the initial conditions. Our results are consistent with a linear relationship198

between log probabilities and the coinciding global land warming level. If we account for this199

adjustment by scaling log probabilities by the current global land warming level of 1.6 °C, we200

find a best-estimate relative risk of a factor of 8 times [2 , 30] considering all lead times, or201

analogously a fraction of attributable risk of 0.9 [0.5 , 0.97].202

Using the current rate of global warming over land52 we can further estimate that the proba-203

1Numbers in square brackets represent a likely confidence range (17-83%).
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bility of observing an event at least as warm as the 2021 Pacific Northwest heatwave is doubling204

every 17 [10 , 50] years, and will continue to do so unless the rate of global warming decreases.205

Given the length of the historical record and our estimated change in probability over this pe-206

riod, such an event would be associated with a multi-decade to multi-century return period at207

the present-day, thus making this doubling time very relevant for adaptation planning.208
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Figure 3: Return-time diagram of the PNW heatwave in the operational and counterfac-

tual forecast ensembles. Each panel shows ensembles initialised at the lead given above the

panel. Red, grey and blue dots indicate empirical return-time plots based on the ensemble

members of the future, current and pre-industrial forecasts. The dashed grey line shows the

temperature threshold observed during the PNW heatwave. The black dots indicate the re-

cent climatology, based on detrended ERA5 reanalysis over 1950–2020. The solid grey line

indicates the model climatology estimated using detrended hindcasts over 2001–2020 for the

medium-range forecast, and using detrended and bias-corrected hindcasts over 1981–2020 for

the seasonal forecast. The arrow in the left hand panel indicates, for illustration, the displace-

ment along the log-scaled x-axis equivalent to a 5-fold increase in occurrence probability.
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Discussion209

The results presented here provide strong evidence of the impact of climate change on a specific210

extreme event, based on a model that has been demonstrated unequivocally to be able to simu-211

late the event in question through a successful medium-range forecast. Our estimates of relative212

risk are lower than previous climate model-based estimates54, albeit are not entirely incompat-213

ible within the context of the associated uncertainties and the fact that our estimates represent214

a lower bound on the impact of climate change on the heatwave (as was the case in21). The215

primary reason is that our model (unlike a typical climate model) is capable of simulating the216

multiple physical factors that contributed to the heatwave that occurred, so we are not relying217

on extrapolation of distributions from physically dissimilar events. Moreover, our imposed per-218

turbations do not include the total sum of human influence on the climate. It is known that land219

surface feedbacks are important in the development of extreme heatwaves55, and is plausible220

that if we had removed the influence of anthropogenic climate change from the initial land state221

in addition to the ocean state, the resulting attribution statement might have been stronger.222

Nevertheless, we argue that the forecast-based methodology presented here represents an223

important advance in both attribution in general, and operational attribution. Rather than rely-224

ing on multiple lines of evidence that would each be unsatisfactory in isolation, here we have225

presented a single adequate line. The key to the adequacy of the result is the ability of the model226

used to represent the event in question, demonstrated through successful prediction. This not227

only means that we have increased confidence in the model’s response to external forcing18,17,228

but also that the analysis is a genuine attribution of the specific event that occurred (rather than229

a mixture of events that share some characteristic like extreme temperatures, but differ in other230

important meteorological aspects). Forecast-based attribution provides many of the advantages231

of the storyline approach to attribution, but can still be used to provide quantitative estimates232
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of the changing probability of extreme events with climate change. The use of an operational233

weather forecast model demonstrates how this approach could be easily adapted to provide an234

operational system for attribution in real-time (or potentially even in advance26). Such a system235

would involve re-running operational forecasts with perturbed initial and boundary conditions236

as in the counterfactual forecasts we have presented here56.237

There remain a number of ways in which the forecast-based approach explored here could238

be further developed. Firstly, analysis of the forecasts would be simplified if they were started239

from balanced states, rather than continually adjusting to the new initial conditions through-240

out the forecast. This could be done by either including additional perturbations to the initial241

conditions (ie. to the land-surface and atmospheric states26,57,56), or possibly by perturbing the242

initial state using the operational data-assimilation itself. Secondly, while here we have chosen243

to use the exact setup used operationally by ECMWF, the uncertainty of forecast-based attri-244

bution statements could be reduced by increasing the ensemble size (we note that 51 members245

is a relatively small ensemble in the context of traditional attribution-specific experiments43,44),246

particularly for the longer, relatively less-conditioned lead times.247

The focus of this study was on the attribution question, but this forecast-based methodology248

could be applied to produce projections designed to inform climate change adaptation. Anal-249

ogous to our “future” counterfactual forecast, which we used here check the linearity of the250

climate change response, perturbations consistent with specific levels of global warming could251

be applied in order to, for example, simulate specific extreme events as if they occurred in a252

world of 2 °C. Such simulations of potential future extremes could be used to test the limits253

of regional adaptation in a targeted manner based on impactful events that have already oc-254

curred31, complementing other approaches such as16, which was designed to produce a rich set255

of different extreme events rather than specific “grey-swan” type events.256
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Concluding remarks In this study, we have used a numerical weather forecast-based ap-257

proach to determine the contribution of human influence to a specific unprecedented extreme258

event. We used a state-of-the-art coupled operational weather forecast model that was unequiv-259

ocally able to simulate the event in question, demonstrated by a successful prediction. Our260

perturbed initial condition approach maintains consistency with the measured changes in upper261

ocean heat content, unlike many previous approaches. We view this forecast-based approach as262

synthesising the storyline and probabilistic approaches to event attribution, keeping the event263

specificity of the storyline approach while still providing meaningful estimates of the changing264

risk of the extreme in question. Given that it is increasingly clear that we need to go beyond the265

meteorology of event attribution, and into the societal impacts6,58, we suggest that our approach266

would be particularly well placed to advance this agenda, especially in the context of extremes267

in a future climate.268

Methods269

Event definition270

How the extreme event of interest is quantified - the event definition - is a key methodologi-271

cal decision that must be made in extreme event attribution studies. A significant amount of272

previous work has shown the impact of the event definition on the quantitative outcome of the273

analysis59,60,61. In this study we use a definition consistent with a previous attribution study of274

the PNW heatwave54 to allow for a comparison between our forecast-based approach and their275

probabilistic statistical and climate-model based approach.276

We first average maximum temperatures over the region enclosed by 45–52N, 119–123W277

(indicated by the dotted rectangles in Figures 1 & 2). For the event as observed in the ERA5278

reanalysis39 we then take the peak temperature recorded during the heatwave, which occurred279

at 00 UTC on 2021-06-29. For the event as simulated in the medium-range forecast ensemble280
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members, we take the peak temperature that occurred between the 26-30th June, the period over281

which the heatwave occurred in reality. For the event as simulated in the seasonal forecast en-282

semble members, which we would not expect to predict the precise timing of the heatwave, we283

take the peak temperature over the full summer season. The differences between the event def-284

initions of the medium-range and seasonal cases lead to the discrepancies in the climatologies285

shown in Figure 3.286

Experiment details287

Model details The medium-range experiments we have performed use the version of the IFS288

EPS that was operational at the time of the PNW heatwave, CY47R262. The forecast model289

atmosphere is run at a resolution of O640 ( 18km) and has 137 vertical levels. The atmosphere290

is coupled to a 0.25 degree wave model63, 0.25 degree sea ice model64, LIM2, and 0.25 de-291

gree ocean model65, NEMO v3.4, with 75 vertical levels (ORCA025Z75 configuration). We292

maintain the same number of ensemble members as the operational system, 51, throughout our293

experiments.294

The seasonal experiments are performed with ECMWF‘s operational seasonal forecasting295

system, SEAS566. This uses IFS CY43R167 at a horizontal resolution of Tco319 ( 36 km) with296

91 vertical levels. The seasonal configuration of IFS CY43R1 is coupled to a 0.5 degree wave297

model, LIM2, and NEMO v3.4 in the ORCA025Z75 configuration. We maintain the same298

number of ensemble members as the operational system, 51, throughout our experiments.299

Simulation setup Our experiments all use the exact operational setup (model configuration300

and initial conditions) as their base. To this setup, we:301

1. Change the CO2 concentrations used to a “pre-industrial” level of 285 ppm, and a “future”302

level of 615 ppm. These represent the same fractional change in opposite directions from303
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the present-day concentration of 420 ppm used in the operational forecast system.304

2. Subtract (for the pre-industrial forecast) or add (for the future forecast) a perturbation of305

the estimated anthropogenic influence on the ocean state since the pre-industrial period306

from the initial conditions of the forecasts (through the ocean restart files). The esti-307

mation of this perturbation is described below. We use estimated perturbations for 3D308

temperature, sea ice concentration, and sea ice thickness.309

3. Check the sea ice fields for unphysical values. In the perturbed restarts, we ensure that310

sea ice concentration does not exceed 1 or subceed 0. We ensure that sea ice thickness311

does not subceed 0. Values outside these bounds are set to their nearest bound. Finally,312

we set sea ice thickness to 0 where sea ice concentration is 0, and vice versa.313

4. Modify ocean salinity such that in-situ ocean density is preserved following the 3D tem-314

perature perturbation as calculated using the equation of state from the forecast ocean315

model. The salinity compensation is achieved to machine precision using a simple gradi-316

ent descent algorithm. The resulting coupled forecasts are thermodynamically consistent317

with the imposed ocean heat content anomalies without any adjustments to the initial318

ocean circulation, mixed layer depths, or horizontal pressure gradients. Importantly, and319

unlike uncoupled forecasts constrained by specified sea-surface temperatures, there are320

no infinite sources or sinks of heat in the resulting counterfactual forecasts. This ap-321

proach is justifiable in shorter-range forecasts as there is no direct influence of salinity322

on the overlying atmosphere. This assumption may eventually break down at lead times323

comparable to ocean advective processes, for which there could be indirect feedbacks on324

the atmosphere associated with salinity-driven changes in the ocean state. Nevertheless,325

this approach works well for the medium-range and seasonal forecasts described in this326

study.327
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The perturbations used are computed using an optimal fingerprint analysis68,69,52. We first328

calculate the Anthropogenic Warming Index (AWI) using anthropogenic and natural radiative329

forcings from AR670 and the HadCRUT5 global mean surface temperature dataset71. The AWI330

provides us with a plausible estimate of the fingerprint of anthropogenic influence on other331

climate variables68. For each perturbed variable, we then regress observed timeseries at each332

gridpoint onto the AWI, using the following data sources:333

• Sea ice thickness: ORAS5 (1958:2019)42
334

• Sea ice concentration: ORAS5 (1958:2019)42
335

• Sea surface temperature: HadISSTv1.1 (1870-2019)41
336

• Subsurface temperature: WOA18 (1950-2017)40
337

We then scale the computed regression coefficients at each point by the change in AWI338

between the pre-industrial period of 1850-1900 and 2019 to produce our final estimated pertur-339

bations. The sea surface, and zonally and globally averaged temperature profiles are shown in340

Figure S1.341

Finally, we combine the sea surface and subsurface temperature perturbations. We did not342

use a subsurface temperature dataset in isolation since observations of the sea surface tempera-343

ture are considerably more abundant in the early 20th century than observations of subsurface344

temperatures, and since the temperatures at and near the surface are likely to be the most im-345

portant for the medium-range forecasts performed, we leveraged the additional information346

contained in observed sea surface temperatures. We combine the two by relaxing the sea sur-347

face perturbation towards the subsurface perturbation using a relaxation depth scale of 60m (the348

surface autocorrelation scale in WOA18).349
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We note that estimation of the perturbation, and in particular the subsurface temperatures,350

is associated with considerable uncertainty due to the lack of observations in the pre-ARGO351

era. Here we have used a single best-estimate perturbation due to constraints on the available352

computational resource, but to account for this uncertainty an ensemble of perturbations could353

be applied72. A possible way in which such an ensemble could be derived would be to apply354

optimal fingerprinting to an ensemble of coupled climate models.355

Bias correction of seasonal forecast ensembles356

Climate drift can be an issue in the use of coupled seasonal forecast models73. We find a non-357

negligible drift in the daily maximum temperature SEAS5 forecast ensemble initialised in May358

over the PNW region. This drift results in a positive temperature bias that grows with lead time.359

Hence using the raw model output in our analysis would overestimate the probability of the360

PNW heatwave.361

To account for the drift, we perform a simple bias-correction procedure on the seasonal362

forecast ensembles, informed by comparing the SEAS5 hindcasts over 1981-2020 with ERA5363

reanalysis data over 1950-2020 (using the full time period that data is available and excluding364

the year of the event, 2021). We do this in three steps:365

1. Remove the attributable forced trend from both the reanalysis and hindcasts by regressing366

mean JJA daily maximum temperatures onto the AWI68.367

2. Remove the drift from these detrended hindcasts, estimated by averaging the hindcasts368

for each lead time over all years and ensemble members, subtracting this from the cor-369

responding reanalysis average over all years, and then regressing this timeseries onto the370

(linear) lead times, producing a linearly lead-time dependent drift correction73.371

3. The drift-corrected hindcasts still exhibit a positive bias during periods of extreme high372
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temperatures. Hence we finally remove the remaining mean bias in annual maximum373

temperatures in the hindcasts compared to reanalysis.374

We apply this bias correction procedure to both the seasonal hindcasts shown in Figure 3375

and used to estimate the return time of the event, and to the operational and perturbed seasonal376

forecasts of the 2021 summer. Figure S2 shows the results of this bias correction procedure,377

following Thompson et al.74.378

We note that validation of the bias correction procedure on the SEAS5 distribution of annual379

maximum temperatures (TXx) is challenging due to the unprecedented nature of the 2021 event.380

If we perform an analysis of the higher-order moments of the SEAS5 and “observed” (ERA5381

reanalysis over 1950-2020) distributions of TXx74, we find that the bias-corrected ensemble382

tends to have larger values of higher-order moments than the observed timeseries. However, if383

the 2021 event is included in the observed distribution, then the opposite is found, due to the384

large impact of such an outlier on these moments. This sensitivity to inclusion / exclusion of the385

2021 event, demonstrated in Fig S2, is why we have opted to perform a simple but physically386

motivated bias correction rather than a more complex statistical correction such as a quantile387

map.388

Statistical methodology389

Intensity changes We calculate changes in intensity as the difference between the average of390

the nearest quintile of each ensemble to the event (in terms of peak temperatures). For the three391

longer leads, this is effectively the difference between the averages of the uppermost quintile of392

the two ensembles.393

Risk changes We calculate the risk ratio by first fitting either a generalised extreme value394

(GEV) distribution to the full operational ensemble (for the shortest lead) or a straight line on a395
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return-time diagram (ie. an exponential tail) to the nearest quintile of either the operational en-396

semble (for the other two medium-range leads) or the model climatology (for the seasonal lead,397

since the tail of the operational ensemble lies considerably further below the event threshold398

than the tail of the much larger model climatology). We do this because while the shortest lead399

ensemble is well represented by a GEV distribution, the other three are not, and have generally400

heavier tails than estimated by likelihood-maximising GEV distributions. In these cases, where401

the event threshold lies in the extreme tail of the ensemble, the tail properties of the approxi-402

mating distribution project considerably onto the estimated probability of the event. Hence to403

avoid any undue assumptions on the tail shape, we fit a straight line on a return-time diagram404

such as Figure 3 (assuming an exponential tail) to the nearest quintile.405

After fitting an appropriate distribution, we then shift the location of this distribution by the406

estimated attributable warming. We then calculate the probability of observing an event at least407

as intense as the PNW heatwave (the dashed line in Figure 3) in the original distribution and the408

shifted distribution. The risk ratio is the ratio of these two probabilities (Pcurrent / Pshifted).409

Throughout, confidence intervals are calculated using a 10,000 member non-parametric410

bootstrap with replacement.411
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